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one of the fastest growing areas
for deep offshore drilling projects
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A word from the company owner...
Good to be in touch again and apologies with the delay between our
NS Accreditation & Standards Newsletters. However, we have been
busy - as you will see when you read through this latest edition.
The shake up of the industry caused by the drop in the
Oil price has meant that we have all had to take a long hard
look at what we do and try to be more efficient.

KEVIN FEARNLEY
Company Owner - Director of
International Operations
& Business Strategy
kevin.fearnley@fp-g.com

Why? Because more Complex or Critical wells are being
drilled - as their oil production is more efficient but the
equipment being used, or the inspection programme
adopted, isn’t always up to job. Tripping times are
lengthening - inspection times are lengthening and so equipment needs to be fit for purpose before
it is put down a hole.
The NS-1™ and NS-2™ Standards were originated because
established equipment, made to established specifications,
couldn’t cope with the additional stresses of working in
complex and critical wells. Companies that have adopted it
and used NS-1™ Accredited suppliers and NS-2™ Certified
Inspection teams saw savings that were much greater
than any additional cost incurred.
And as the number of this type of well increases we are
working hard - as you will see in this newsletter - to provide
solutions to these issues by:
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MINIMISE YOUR RISK
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INCREASED RANGE OF
AUDIT CAPABILITY

CHOOSING A DRILLING
EQUIPMENT STANDARD

> Increasing the range of specifications included into
a NS-1™ Accreditation
> Adding in other recognized and established
assessment criteria
> Making third party supplier assessment more cost effective
> Developing training skills that save you money suppliers and end users.
> Increasing and constantly updating current NS-1™ and
NS-2™ specifications to make them even more suitable
to reducing equipment failure.
We understand the challenge that faces us all in order to go
forward and improve the efficiency of the drilling operation.
So we will continue to develop and look at ways that more
can be done with less equipment failures leading to better
operational outcomes.
As always we are open to partnership in these developments
to make what we do suit you more... please feel free to
contact me with how we can make your drilling operation
more efficient or to prevent issues arising with your products
and services.
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NEW TRANSLATION
LAUNCHED FOR CHINESE
USERS OF NS STANDARDS

NS Accreditation & Standards | www.fp.international
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NEW RE-APPROVALS

Minimise
your risk
In an understandable move to reduce costs,
end users and operators are relying more
on the supplier to meet the demands of the
manufacturing and service standards
that they want drilling equipment
made, maintained and inspected to.

I

In this article we look at the best way to avoid
unnecessary risk through drilling equipment failure
and how to maintain the trust required between
buyer and seller for complex and critical wells.

Fearnley Procter investigates Drill String
Failures - and for the first time in many years
those are increasing again - and based on what
we find in these failures we keep updating
NS-1™ on a month by month basis to bring in
more relevant equipment and updating current
specifications.

NS-1™, NS-2™ and NS-3™, is supplemental to
the specifications and they are the only industry
standards that are specifically designed for
complex or critical wells. Its position is increasingly
relevant now than in the past, simply because
more of this type of project is being undertaken.

From a percentage point of view - more Complex
and Critical wells are being drilled - and in more
challenging conditions. Of course these wells
cost more, are riskier by nature and rely on quality
equipment to be effective for them to
be profitable.

So if the standard selected is NS-1™ - and you are
either the Manufacturer, Supplier or the End User
- how do you know that you, the product or service
you deliver, or what you receive matches that criteria?

And whether we like it or not, as the industry
evolves and changes, some historical practices are
bound to adapt to meet the needs of the market either financial or operational.

How can you check that?

So for both Suppliers and End Users - not knowing
whether the equipment, products and services
you use or provide meets the selected standard is a risk that is both avoidable and inexpensive
to resolve.

s that a reasonable or
unreasonable request?

And it is an issue that can affect the performance
of both the Manufacturer, the Service Supplier and
the End User/Operator.
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The cost of equipment failure is going up not down,
and the prevention of it failing when used is worth
the time - either as a supplier to avoid unfortunate
mistakes or as an end user to avoid expensive
ones. No longer can it be seen as a cost of doing
business - more an expensive and preventable
issue that can be addressed.
So how do we help you provide cost effective
solutions to help prevent expensive failures.

Check the product when
its been manufactured
Sounds obvious - but most industry certification
programmes only check the processes that are
used in manufacture and don’t check end product
as part of it - or test the end product.
The NS-1™ Accreditation
Programme does. To us
that is fundamental, the end
product, service or process
is what you are going to use so check it.
Check that both the supplier
and the recipient know
what is different in NS-1™
Manufacturing Requirements
and NS-2™ Inspection.

dedicated solely to the manufacture, maintenance
and inspection of drilling and well completion
equipment for use in Complex and Critical Wells.
This is why we publish standards holders
subscription details and their expiry dates.
You can check that they are current by going
to the NS Subscription database.

Check training in the knowledge
and application of the standards
Training need not be expensive. It can be done
offline, at regular courses held across the world
or we can organize a bespoke course for your
individual needs. Training and understanding why
these additional requirements are necessary will
lead to cost savings - more than the cost of
the course.

The cost of
equipment
failure is
going up...

NS-1™ and NS-2™ sets out clearly its differences
from other standards and you can order a
Technical Analysis of the differences between
them and the API and DS-1® standards by looking
on our website - but first read ‘Choosing a Drilling
Standard - later in this Newsletter.
Because it is held online the NS Standards can be
easily and regularly updated. No new editions, the
last one launched in 2013 was when the standards
went online and it has simply been updated to
meet drilling equipment requirements from there
on in. Visit www.fp.international
But not all suppliers or end users are up to date
on all the changes and some don’t even have the
newest version so...

Check that the subscription of all
working to the standard is valid
The NS-1™ Standard is supplementary to the API
Standard and is the only industry standard that is

The Complete
Package
Complex and Critical wells
need more. Stronger and
fit for purpose equipment,
properly designed, properly
manufactured, maintained
and inspected.

We cover all these needs
- and also include the
Specification Help Desk to advise subscribers
on what a subscription covers.
For the modern Complex and Critical projects that
you are undertaking or supplying services to meet,
then we are here to make a successful outcome a
reality.
We also continue to build the requirements
of the NS Accreditation programme, and make
them more specific, to make sure that as a
manufacturer, service company, inspection
company you can not only achieve the necessary
knowledge to make sure that equipment related
NPT is minimized but that you can also show the
end users that you hold it.
For more information just contact us at
NS Accreditation & Standards.

DS-1® is the registered trademark of TH Hill Associates, Inc.

slim and super-slim holes, under-balanced drilling and other
managed pressure wells. NS Standards have been proven to
reduce non-productive time (NPT) and increase safety for
workers and facilities. If you are interested in a comparison see the article on page 6 covering the technical gap analyses
being made.

Presently, only API offers Spec Q1 (API) certification and Spec
Q2 (API) certification, while there are hundreds of certification
bodies offering ISO 9001 certification. Since Spec Q1 (API),
Spec Q2 (API) and ISO 9001 are public documents, users are
free to claim compliance and certification bodies like ours are
free to judge those declarations. With decades of experience
in third party inspection and certification, Fearnley Procter is
perfectly positioned to provide these assessments.

Today, NS Standards are increasingly
referenced by operators
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Our philosophy is one of inclusive development. Operators
increasingly rely on Manufacturers to show that they are in
compliance, but we believe that they not only need to know
that they are - but so does the industry that they supply.
Equipment failure is generally avoidable and the quality
of the purchase decisions made can influence that.

Increased range
of audit capability
Fearnley Procter
increase the range
of audit capability to
include Spec Q1 (API)
and Spec Q2 (API)
certification

A

ssessments to the NS Standards can now
include Spec Q1 (API) and Spec Q2 (API).
These two quality management specifications can
be added to NS-1™, NS-2™ as supplements to ISO/TS
29001:2010 or they can be offered independently.
The Fearnley Procter Quality Management System
certificate will be a stand-alone item and will
include the details of the standard applied and met
as part of the approval. It can either be referenced
in NS-1™ & NS-2™ Accreditation certificates, or
obtained separately, and shortly it is to be joined by
ISO 9001:2015 which will also be provided under the
certification platform that we continue to develop.
The world Oil & Gas Industry will benefit from their
provision by a company with long experience in
providing quality management systems and drilling
equipment assessment services for over 15 years.
Fearnley Procter has always worked to the highest
possible levels.

Fearnley Procter is achieving official certification
body status and will also be in a position to offer
ISO 9001 certification services later this year.
We will soon provide guidance via a transition plan
for existing NS-1™ Accredited manufacturers with
them being able to choose the support system that
meets their clients needs as well as their own.
Since 1999, Fearnley Procter has helped lead
the development of vital industry standards for
complex and critical projects with the release
of the NS-1™ and NS-2™ Standards. Properly
implemented, Non-productive time Solution (NS)
Standards reduce and/or prevent equipment
failures that may occur during drilling operations.
NS Standards supplement API drilling and
completion standards to provide manufacturers
and operators with added assurances that the
equipment designed and tested to NS standards
will function properly in high pressure/high
temperature environments, extended reach drilling,

With nearly...

Without a proven outside body validating manufactured
equipment, end product or services - to the benefit of
both supplier and end user, the financial results could be
disastrous. There is little benefit to be gained from a
supplier providing sub standard service and no benefit
to the end user.

Spec Q2 (API) Specification for Quality Management
System Requirements for Service Supply Organizations for
Petroleum and Natural Gas Industries is the first international
quality management system standard for service supply
organizations. Published in December 2011, Spec Q2 (API),
details basic quality management system requirements
that are essential to upstream operations, and covers
critical activities such as well construction, intervention,
production, abandonment, well servicing, equipment repair
and maintenance, and inspection activities. With nearly 100%
of the ISO 9001 requirements found within Spec Q2 (API)
companies may conveniently and cost effectively comply
with both Spec Q2 (API) and ISO 9001.

Some manufacturers misinterpret NS-1™ requirements,
others take exception after exception to NS-1™ until the
standard loses its meaning. That’s where we come in.
Only Manufacturers successfully completing the NS-1™
Accreditation process truly understand what is necessary
to produce NS-1™ equipment. The NS-1™ Accreditation
Programme is designed to identify technically competent
manufacturers with qualified people, equipment and systems
firmly instituted. And we test that the end products supplied
also meet NS-1™ not just the processes. We are the only
drilling equipment accreditation body that does that.
Fearnley Procter’s highly skilled auditors are dispatched to
visit each and every NS-1™ Accredited manufacturer. And all
auditors are employees of Fearnley Procter with complete
product knowledge and this will also apply to control of ISO,
Spec Q1 (API) and Spec Q2 (API) assessments as well.
Technical competency is half the battle. The ability to
maintain a consistency of results over time is often very
challenging. Recognizing this, Fearnley Procter incorporated
another key element to its Accreditation Programme - a
documented Quality Management System must be in place to
ensure process integrity, continuous improvement, attention
to customer satisfaction, identification and reduction of risks,
and management of change. As a result, NS-1™ &
NS-2™Accredited suppliers provide consistently good
products and services to our industry.

The well-known ISO 9001:2008, and now 2015, Quality
Management Systems - Requirements may be applied to
any business in any industry. Most major purchasers require
suppliers to earn ISO 9001 certification in order to qualify as
a supplier. In fact, a 2011 survey from the British Assessment
Bureau showed 44% of its ISO 9001 certified clients had won
new business. With nearly 100% of the ISO 9001 requirements
found within Spec Q1 (API), 9th edition, companies may
conveniently and cost effectively comply with both Spec Q1
(API) and ISO 9001.

of the
ISO 9001
requirements
found within
Spec Q2 (API)
companies
may
conveniently
and cost
effectively
comply
with both...

Fearnley Procter will now offer NS-1™, NS-2™, Spec Q1 (API),
Spec Q2 (API) and later this year ISO 9001 certifications
individually or bundled together. Bundling the certifications
means single annual audits that simultaneously review
compliance to each standard’s requirements, simplifying the
certification process and reducing audit costs through fewer
audits from certification bodies.
With the addition of these world class quality management
system certifications, Fearnley Procter endeavors to
continue its mission of reducing NPT in the drilling and
completions segment.
We are pleased to provide our NS-1™ Accredited
manufacturers with additional certification options, becoming
a virtual one-stop provider, and are excited by the prospect of
expanding our certification business into more segments of
our industry.
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... proven to reduce non-productive time
and increase safety for workers and facilities.

Choosing a drilling
equipment standard
Is it really that big a decision?
We present a technical
comparison between the
three main standards in
the oil & gas industry to
help you decide.
News | 4
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NEWS...

The volume of Complex, and or Critical Wells,
continues to grow despite the current market.
These investments in future production are more
expensive and more complicated projects with
greater associated risks.
Historically, the selection of a Manufacturing or
Inspections Standard might have been a simpler
decision but the additional stresses on equipment,
the additional costs associated with tripping for
inspection and maintenance for these projects
might make your Well Drilling Teams and Procurement/
Contracts departments want to look again.

... only
one industry
standard has
been developed
solely for
complex and
critical drilling
projects

Without making an overly commercial statement
- only one industry standard, NS, has been
developed solely for complex and critical drilling
projects - NS-1™ Manufacturing and Refurbishment
Standard and the NS-2™ Inspection Standard.
But there has never been an out and out comparison
between NS-2™ and the other standards - the API
standards and TH Hill Associates’ DS-1®. Therefore
we have completed one so that you, as end users,
can see the difference.
And this comparison is not to criticize one versus
another but solely to identify their differences
in our opinion as well as the overall approach
underlying their existence and development.
Manufacturing and Inspection Standards are there
to achieve one main objective - to prevent the
equipment in the drill string from failing.

But there are other contributing factors when
designing the drill string and choosing the
correct standards for a project:
1 > Is it relevant to the type of drilling project
that you are undertaking?
2 > Does it cover all equipment that is going to be
used down hole? After all the most vulnerable
point in any chain is its weakest link.
3 > How does it deal with non-standard 		
equipment.
4 > How can you guarantee equipment can be
manufactured to the required standard.
5 > How do you choose the correct level of
inspection to match your project.
6 > What support will you get from the publisher
of the standard in its use and application.

Some answers ...

We are taking positive steps to make life easier and
aim to educate and inform the end user in the best
way to achieve their goal of failure free drilling.
In many circumstances we work with drilling
companies and improve their route to their
objective through the use of education and better
standards to meet their commercial goals.
We do not hide specialist information, every
company we work with from Supplier to End User
not only is provided with a set of specifications to
work with but also provided with the knowledge
needed to use them effectively.
In high risk drilling conditions, complex or critical,
failure is both expensive and time consuming.
Minimizing the potential that these failures will
occur costs a little more - but not very much and
fundamentally less than the cost of a failure.

We describe Complex or Critical projects as:
1 > Those that are so important to the operation
that non-performance is not an option.
2 > Environmental conditions such as 		
Offshore, or Deep Offshore/Deepwater
3 > Wells that put higher than normal 		
stresses on equipment such as Extended
Reach Projects, High Pressure High
Temperature Wells, Underbalanced
drilling, Multiple Doglegs, Slim or
Super-Slim holes.

So if your project or client has one or more
of the above then read on...
Fundamentally we have a different approach to
other standard providers that is best covered in
our mission statement:
Driving Standards, Accreditation & Training
towards Equipment Failure Free Drilling

It is clear that in the past, when the financial
pressures have not been the same as they are
today, expected failures were built in as acceptable
over run costs - but times are changing.
Read a few of the comparisons and see how your
company can benefit from their inclusion. We don’t
need to be the ones to tell you how to use them,
though we are well placed to do so in comparison
to other QAQC and Engineering companies but by
adopting them you will see the advantages to be
gained from their use. Remember, we don’t aim to
supply all the answers to all drilling programmes
only the difficult ones.
To get access to the Technical Comparisons just
complete the form on our website and we will send
the material to you.

DS-1® is the registered trademark of TH Hill Associates, Inc.

Courses Available

Training in
industry wide
specifications,
understanding
& application
In the modern Oil & Gas Industry an increasing
amount of specifications are referenced
when it comes to the drilling process:

>
>
>
>
>
>

ISO 9001:2015
API Q1
API Q2
DS-1®
NS-1™
NS-2™

These cover Drill String Design, Drilling
Equipment Manufacture and Maintenance,
Drilling Equipment Inspection to also include
their receipt and their retirement.
And they are referenced by an increasing
number of technical and not so technical
personnel throughout many companies - from
the Senior Well Team Managers to those
administering equipment inspection or receipt.
Fearnley Procter provides a range of training
programmes to meet all needs and all
specifications that you are likely to use or
employ others to use. Our website sets out
our current schedule so you can choose the
course best suited for your need - and we run
bespoke courses for individual groups or to
cover specific requirements. You can find our
current course calendar at our website.
For more details on our training courses
please contact:
ns.administration@fp-g.com

DS-1® is the registered trademark of TH Hill Associates, Inc.

> CLASSROOM TRAINING COURSES
DRILLSTRING INSPECTION THEORY (3 Days)
An open industry classroom based theory course for Inspectors
of Drill Pipe and BHA components. The course covers the
inspection requirements of all the current drilling equipment
inspection standards - NS-2™, DS-1® and API RP-7G-2.

New translation
launched for
Chinese users
of NS Standards

Fearnley Procter International are pleased
to announce a Chinese language translation
for their NS-1TM and NS-2TM Standards.

This translation is not limited to the technical
requirements but it also contains all the guidance
to manufacturers, service suppliers and end users
similar to the current English language version.
Its launch confirms Fearnley Procter’s belief in
the Chinese market to produce drilling equipment
products and services that are comparable in
quality and supported by the NS-1™ & NS-2™
Accreditation Programme and its Standard.
The NS Accreditation Programme requires
that manufacturers, inspectors, products and
services supplied against it are holders of annual
subscriptions so that they can be kept up to date
with any changes immediately. In most cases
NS-1™ gives 6 months advance warning of a
change to an existing standards but NS-2™ is
considered almost immediately effective unless
additional training and equipment is involved.

Of course the NS-1™ & NS-2™ Standards are
fully supported by Training, Evaluation and the
NS Accreditation Programme, in order to make
sure that the suppliers involved understand the
difference between the NS Standards and the
other standards available for drilling equipment.
It shares the same dedicated focus for Complex
and Critical projects where higher standards are
needed to minimize avoidable equipment failure.
The Standards and the support training services
are also fully available to end users and support
teams to insure complete communication of what
advantages the NS Standards in Chinese will bring
to those who are planning new projects.
Additional information is available from:
ns.administration@fp-g.com

Theory Certificates of examination will be issued to
candidates who achieve the pass rate showing all
requirements that have been covered and examined.
DRILLING & RENTAL TOOL INSPECTION AWARENESS (1 Day)
A good deal of drilling equipment used in the industry is
rented. This course focuses on the issues surrounding rented
equipment, the inspection requirements under the current Oil
and Gas Industry standards and how it should be maintained
during use to prevent expensive back-charges.
This course includes the requirements of all the current
drilling equipment inspection standards, NS-2™, DS-1® and
API RP-7G-2, and will help all of those working with drilling
equipment to understand the basic inspection requirements
and how to apply them as a supplier or end user.
DRILLSTRING MANUFACTURING AWARENESS (1 Day)
Designed for manufacturers and specialist industry support
teams (procurement, contracts team, administrators, stock
controllers and receipt inspection teams etc.) working as
suppliers or as end users.
This introduction which covers the requirements of NS-1™, DS-1®
and API 5DP will help manufacturers get a better grip on the
additional requirements of NS-1™, and help operator and drilling
contractor teams to function in a more informed manner.
The course also includes an overview of the contents, and
application, of all the Oil & Gas Equipment Manufacturing
standards used within Drilling Projects.

> ONLINE
NS DISTANCE LEARNING COURSE FOR INSPECTORS
An online study course for inspectors - or those involved
in inspection programmes and planning for Drilling &
Completion Equipment. (including the requirements of API
RP-7G-2, DS-1® & NS-2™)
Full Details available at: ns.administration@fp-g.com

> Training Calendar
JULY
> ONLINE 11th Start Date for NS Distance Learning Course for Inspectors
> OPEN INDUSTRY PERTH, AUSTRALIA
18th - 20th Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
21st Drilling & Rental Tool Inspection Awareness (1 day)
22nd Drillstring Manufacturing Awareness (1 day)
ABERDEEN, UK
25th - 27th Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
28th Drilling & Rental Tool Inspection Awareness (1 day)
29th Drillstring Manufacturing Awareness (1 day)

AUGUST
> ONLINE 8th Start Date for NS Distance Learning Course for Inspectors
> OPEN INDUSTRY SINGAPORE
15th - 17th Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
18th Drilling & Rental Tool Inspection Awareness (1 day)
19th Drillstring Manufacturing Awareness (1 day)

SEPTEMBER
> ONLINE 5th Start Date for NS Distance Learning Course for Inspectors
> OPEN INDUSTRY DUBAI, UAE
18th - 20th NS-2™ Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
21st Drilling & Rental Tool Inspection Awareness (1 day)
22nd Drillstring Manufacturing Awareness (1 day)
HOUSTON
26th - 28th Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
29th Drilling & Rental Tool Inspection Awareness (1 day)
30th Drillstring Manufacturing Awareness (1 day)

OCTOBER
> ONLINE 3rd Start Date for NS Distance Learning Course for Inspectors
> OPEN INDUSTRY DAMMAN, SAUDI ARABIA
9th - 11th Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
12th Drilling & Rental Tool Inspection Awareness (1 day)
13th Drillstring Manufacturing Awareness (1 day)
ABERDEEN, UK
24th - 26th Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
27th Drilling & Rental Tool Inspection Awareness (1 day)
28th Drillstring Manufacturing Awareness (1 day)

NOVEMBER
> ONLINE 7th Start Date for NS Distance Learning Course for Inspectors

DECEMBER
> ONLINE 5th Start Date for NS Distance Learning Course for Inspectors
> OPEN INDUSTRY HOUSTON, USA
5th - 7th Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
8th Drilling & Rental Tool Inspection Awareness (1 day)
9th Drillstring Manufacturing Awareness (1 day)
DUBAI, UAE
11th - 13th Drillstring Inspection Theory (3 days)
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New initial approvals

ley Procter International
Paul Massie from Fearn ng with their plaque
presents Paradigm Drilli

Paradigm Drilling
Services achieve
2nd NS Approval
Our NS Product Line Manager Paul
Massie presents Paradigm Drilling
Services with an additional plaque
for Level 2 Facility Approval, for
the Rental of Drilling Equipment
which has been manufactured and
maintained to Fearnley Procter
NS-1™ and NS-2™ Standards.

Australian Pipe Inspection (Australia)
Fearnley Procter NS-2™ Facility Approval Level 2, NDE
Inspection Processes: Electromagnetic Inspection (EMI),
Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI), Dye Penetrant Inspection
(DPI), Ultrasonic Testing (UT) and Radiography Testing (RT).
Cert: 0172/16-2
Dongying Weima Petroleum
Drilling Tools Co., Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Approval Level 3,
Application of Internal Plastic Coating - Powder Products
WT300 and WT300P. Cert: 0159/15-2
Dongying Weima Petroleum
Drilling Tools Co., Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 5, Heat
Treatment, Threading, Inspection and Testing of Drill
Collars and Drill Pipe - Heavy Weight, Non-Welded.
Cert: 0173/16-5
DP-Master Manufacturing (S) Pte Ltd. (Singapore)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Design Approval Level 3,
DPM-DS55 Rotary Connection Design Review and
Compatibility with GPDS55. Cert: 0180/16-3
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Hunting Equipment
Management
Services achieve
NS Approval
Doug Stuart and Steve Edghill
from Hunting’s Equipment
Management Services are
presented with two Brass Plaques
for achieving Level 1 Facility
Approval, for the Rental of Drilling
Equipment which has been
manufactured and maintained to
Fearnley Procter NS-1™/NS-2™
Standards and Level 2 Process
Approval, for the Application of
Wear Bands on Non-magnetic
Flexi Collars.

DP-Master Manufacturing (S) Pte Ltd. (Singapore)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Design Approval Level 3,
DPM-DS50 Rotary Connection Design Review and
Compatibility with GPDS50. Cert: 0181/16-3
Paradigm Drilling Services (UK)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 2,
Machining, Threading, Cold Rolling of Threads, Stress
Relief Features, Surface Treatment, Inspection and
Testing of Drill Collars, Drill Collars, Drill Collars, NonMagnetic Pups & Subs Integral Drill Pipe Pup Joints and
Crossover Pup Joints, Substitutes, Drill Stem, Stabilisers,
Integral/Replaceable Blade, Stabilisers, Welded Blade.
Cert: 0170/15-2
Paradigm Drilling Services (UK)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 2, Rental
of Drilling Equipment - Drill Collars, Drill Collars, Drill
Collars, Non-Magnetic Pups & Subs Integral Drill Pipe
Pup Joints and Crossover Pup Joints, Substitutes, Drill
Stem, Stabilisers, Integral/Replaceable Blade, Stabilisers,
Welded Blade) which has been *manufactured and
maintained to Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Standards.
Cert: 0171/15-2

Sub-drill Supply Ltd. (UK)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 2,
Machining, Threading, Cold Rolling of Threads and Stress
Relief Features, Surface Treatment, Inspection, and
Testing of Drill Stem Substitutes. Cert: 0174/16-2
Subsidiary Enterprise Drill Collars
and Kellys Plant (Ukraine)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Approval Level 2, Initial
Application of NS-1™ approved Hardband Wires Arnco
150XT™ and Arnco 350XT™ onto the Tong Space of Drill
String Members. Cert: 0179/15-3
Vallourec Drilling Products,
France (Cosne sur Loire, France)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 3,
Machining, Threading, Cold Rolling of Threads & Stress
Relief Features, Surface Treatment, Inspection and
Testing of Integral Drill Pipe Pup Joints and Crossover Pup
Joints Tool Joints, Drill Pipe - Heavy Weight, Non-Welded,
Substitutes, Drill Stem, Kelly Valve, Upper and Lower.
Cert: 0175/16-3
Vallourec Drilling Products,
France (Cosne sur Loire, France)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 3,
Machining, Threading, Cold Rolling of Threads & Stress
Relief Features, Surface Treatment, Inspection and
Testing of Drill Collars; Friction Welding, NDE, Machining,
Threading, Cold Rolling of Threads & Stress Relief
Features, Surface Treatment, Inspection and Testing of
Drill Pipe - Heavy Weight with Welded Tool Joints.
Cert: 0176/16-4
Vallourec Drilling Products,
France (Cosne sur Loire, France)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Approval Level 3, Initial
Application of NS-1™ approved Hardband Wire Procasing
Hardbanding onto Centre Wear Pad of HWDP; Initial
Application of NS-1™ approved Hardband Wires Duraband®
NC, OTW-12Ti, Arnco 100XT™, Arnco 350XT™ and TCS™
Titanium onto the Tong Space of Drill String Members.
Cert: 0177/16-3
Vallourec Drilling Products,
France (Cosne sur Loire, France)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Approval Level 2,
Initial Application of Non NS-1™ approved Hardband Wire
Armacor M onto the Tong Space of Drill String Members.
Cert: 0178/16-2
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APPROVALS...
New re-approvals

Durum Verschleiss-Schutz GmbH (Germany)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Product Approval Level 2,
Durum FD 653 Application on New Drill Pipe Tool
Joints. Cert: 0110/16-2

Arnco Technology Trust Ltd. (USA)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Product Approval Level 2,
Arnco 350XT™ Hardbanding Initial Application on
Drill Pipe Tool Joints. Cert: 0115/16-2

Durum Verschleiss-Schutz GmbH (Germany)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Product Approval Level 2,
Durum FD 665 Application on New Drill Pipe Tool
Joints. Cert: 0111/16-2

Arnco Technology Trust Ltd. (USA)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Product Approval Level 3,
Arnco 300XT™ Hardbanding Initial Application on
Drill Pipe Tool Joints. Cert: 006/16-3
Arnco Technology Trust Ltd. (USA)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Product Approval Level 2,
Arnco 100XT™ Hardbanding Initial Application on
Drill Pipe Tool Joints. Cert: 007/16-2
Arnco Technology Trust Ltd. (USA)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Product Approval Level 2,
Arnco 150XT™ Hardbanding Initial Application on
Drill Pipe Tool Joints. Cert: 0063/16-2
DP-Master Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 4,
Upset, Heat Treatment and Inspection of Drill Pipe
Body; Assembly, Inspection and Testing of Drill Pipe.
Cert: 0112/16-4
DP-Master Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level
5, Heat Treatment, Machining, Threading, Cold
Rolling of Threads and Stress Relief Features,
Inspection, and Testing of Drill Collars and NonWelded Heavy Weight Drill Pipe. Cert: 0126/16-5

Durum Verschleiss-Schutz GmbH (Germany)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Approval Level 2,
Re-application of FD 665 over FD 665. Cert: 0109/16-2
Hilong Petroleum Pipe Company LLC (UAE)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure
Level 2, Application of TC 2000 Internal Plastic
Coating. Cert: 0065/16-2
Hilong Petroleum Pipe Company LLC (UAE)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Level 3, Initial
Application of NS-1™ approved Hardband Wires
BoTn 1000 and BoTn 3000 onto the Tong Space of
Drill String Members. Cert: 0091/16-3
Hunting Energy Services Ltd. (UK)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Level 3,
Application of Wear Bands on Non-magnetic Flexi
Collars. Cert: 0060/15-2
Hunting Energy Services Ltd. (UK)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Level 1, Rental
of Drilling Equipment which has been listed
manufactured and maintained to Fearnley Procter
NS-1™ Standards for Drill Collars Drill Collars,
Non-Magnetic Pups & Subs, Substitutes, Drill
Stem, Stabilisers, Integral Blade, Stabilisers,
Welded Blade Hole Openers, Non-Magnetic
Stabilisers. Cert: 0105/15-1

DP-Master Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level
5, Manufacture of Tool Joints: Heat Treatment,
Threading, Cold Rolling, NDT and Inspection.
Cert: 0146/16-5

Jiangyin Hengyang Petroleum Machinery
Co., Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 5,
Forging, Heat Treatment, Machining, Threading,
Cold Rolling and Inspection of Tool Joints.
Cert: 0102/15-5

DP-Master Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Approval Level
3, Initial Application of NS-1™ approved Hardband
Wire Arnco 100XT™ onto the Tong Space of Drill
String Members. Cert: 0114/16-3

NOV Downhole Eurasia Ltd. (UK)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Equipment Design
Approval Level 2, Motor Catch Top Sub w/flex
groove. Cert: 0061/15-2

DP-Master Manufacturing (S)
Pte Ltd. (Singapore)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Design Approval Level
3, MT39 Double Shouldered Rotary Drilling
Connection. Cert: 0103/16-3

Postle Industries Inc. (USA)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Approval Level 2,
Re-application of Duraband® NC over Hardbanding
Products such as Arnco 150XT™, Arnco 350XT™,
Arnco 100XT™, Castolin OTW 12Ti, Duraband®
NC, Smooth X®, Armacor™ M Star, TCS™ Titanium,
TCS™ 8000, and Tuffband® NC. Cert: 0041/15-2

Shanghai Boteng Welding Consumables
Co., Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Product Approval Level 2,
BoTn 3000 Hardbanding Initial Application on Tool
Joints. Cert: 0043/15-2
Shanghai Hilong Drill Pipe Co. Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level
3, Heat Treatment, Threading, Inspection and
Testing of Tool Joint manufactured from thick
wall seamless steel pipe material; Upset, Heat
Treatment, Inspection and Testing of Drill Pipe
Body; Assembly, Inspection and Testing of Drill
Pipe. Cert: 0045/16-3
Shanghai Hilong Drill Pipe Co. Ltd. (P.R.C.)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level
5, Heat Treatment, Threading, Inspection and
Testing of Heavy Weight Drill Pipe Tool Joints
manufactured from thick wall seamless steel
pipe material; Heat Treatment, Inspection and
Testing of Heavy Weight Drill Pipe Body; Assembly,
Inspection and Testing of Heavy Weight Drill Pipe.
Cert: 0134/16-5
Subsidiary Enterprise Drill Collars and
Kellys Plant (Ukraine)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Procedure Approval Level
2, Initial Application of a Non NS-1™ approved
Hardband Wire Relit onto the Tong Space of Drill
String Members. Cert: 0133/15-2
Subsidiary Enterprise Drill Collars and
Kellys Plant (Ukraine)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level
5, Heat Treatment, Machining, Threading, Cold
Rolling of Threads and Stress Relief Features,
Inspection, and Testing of Drill Collars, NonWelded Kellies and Drill Stem Substitutes.
Cert: 0104/15-5
Subsidiary Enterprise Drill Collars and
Kellys Plant (Ukraine)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level
5, Heat Treatment, Machining, Threading, Cold
Rolling of Threads and Stress Relief Features,
Inspection, and Testing of Non-Welded Heavy
Weight Drill Pipe. Cert: 0132/15-5
TSP Co., Ltd. (Korea)
Fearnley Procter NS-1™ Facility Approval Level 3,
Machining, Threading, Inspection and Testing of
Drill Pipe - Heavy Weight, Non-Welded.
Cert: 0169/15-3
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For more information on:
> The NS-1TM & NS-2TM Standards
> The NS-2TM & NS-2TM Accreditation Programmes
> The NS Online Distance Learning Programme
Or other Training Courses and Publications
Please visit our website:

www.fp.international
Helpful Links:
www.nsinformationhub.com
The NS Information Hub is the location for our NS Standards,
NS Library of Publications and the Distance Learning Programme.
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